Background: Drawing, and the clock drawing task in particular, is widely used as a diagnostic tool in the study of hemispatial neglect. It is generally assumed that the errors in graphic production, such as the misplacement of numbers, reflect a visuospatial deficit, and that drawing production itself (for example, producing the circle) is unimpaired. Objectives: To test this assumption by examining whether the production of simple circles is affected by neglect. Methods: 16 right hemisphere stroke patients copied circles of various sizes and their drawings were measured for size accuracy. Results: Patients with more severe neglect produced greater scaling errors, consistently drawing the circle smaller than the original. Errors were not in the horizontal axis aloneshrinkage occurred equally in both height and width axes. Conclusions: Neglect can co-occur with constructional difficulties that serve to exacerbate the symptoms presented. This should be taken into account in the assessment of even apparently simple drawing tasks.
H emispatial neglect is a deficit in the processing of information for a portion of space, most frequently the left side. 1 Drawing tasks are ubiquitously used in the diagnosis of neglect, as patients often fail to represent the leftward portion of individual objects, or the left half of a multielement scene. 2 A pervasive assumption is that drawing errors reflect the visuospatial deficit, and that graphic production itself is unimpaired. We address this issue in relation to the clock drawing test (CDT), a particularly well used method in neglect assessment (that is, it forms part of the behavioural inattention test (BIT)). 3 Individuals are typically asked to draw a clock with the hands set at a specified time. Neglect patients are often found to omit the leftward numbers, or to place all of the numbers in the right hand side of the clock face. 4 There are many scoring protocols for the CDT, 5 6 and all of them primarily concentrate on the placement of the part elements (for example, numbers, hands) within the circle; little attention is paid to the circular perimeter of the clock face when drawings are scored. [7] [8] [9] [10] The lack of interest in circle quality may partly reflect the diagnostic significance (and persuasiveness) of poorly placed part elements. Furthermore, the circle does not often appear to be compromised: ''One feature of clock drawing that has rarely been mentioned is that the circumference of the clock face is not usually affected. Perhaps the optimal gestalt of the circle precludes the omission of the parts thereof.'' (Halligan and Marshall, 4 p 15). Yet the arrival at this conclusion is somewhat qualitativethere have been no empirical studies of circle drawing in neglect patients. Here we show that the production of a circle is itself affected by the extent of neglect, which may well set up a patient for failure with the subsequent positioning of the numbers and hands within the face.
METHODS

Patients
Sixteen patients, who had all sustained an acute right hemisphere cerebrovascular accident, participated in the study. None suffered from progressive disease, dementia, or psychiatric disorder (see table 1 for patient details). Participants were assessed for symptoms of hemispatial neglect with the conventional subtests of the BIT. Individual BIT scores and the clock drawing component scores appear in table 1.
All patients participated with full consent and under approval of University of Glasgow (Department of Psychology) and National Health Service (Southern General Hospital, Glasgow) ethics committees.
Materials
Figures were laser printed in black on plain white A4 (2976210 mm) paper, with a line weight of 2.25 points. Patients drew their response with a pencil. Stimuli were simple line circles, positioned centrally in the upper portion of the page. There were 11 different sizes of circle, with the diameter ranging from 5 to 10 cm in 0.5 cm increments. Each size appeared twice, resulting in a total of 22 trials. The order of trials was fully randomised, with each patient receiving the same order.
Procedure
Stimuli were placed centrally in front of the patient, who was asked to reproduce the figure, as accurately as possible, in the space below. There was no time limit on performance. Once each drawing had been completed, an experimenter marked the starting position on the page, along with the direction in which the circle was drawn.
RESULTS
Scaling accuracy
The maximum height (along the vertical axis of the page) and the maximum width of each circle (along the horizontal axis of the page) were recorded. To provide a metric of scaling accuracy, we calculated the difference between the measurements and the actual size of the model stimulus. The size of the model (that is, 5 cm-10 cm) had a significant effect on the scaling accuracy of the drawings: larger model size was associated with greater height error (F (10, 
Starting position
The started point for each drawing was classified as being closest to one of eight points, described here as the points of the compass. For 58.2% of trials patients started drawing in the N position; a further 12.8% were at NE, 10.2% at NW, and 11.9% at the W position. These four locations account for 93.2% of responses. On average patients used the same starting position on 81% of trials (range 55-100%). There was no reliable relation between the severity of neglect (as measured by the BIT) and starting point consistency (r = 20.134, p.0.05). There was also no relation between severity of neglect and the percentage of trials in which the starting position was on the right hand side (r = 20.263, p.0.05).
Direction
Most drawings were drawn in the same direction: across all patients, 76.9% of circles were drawn anticlockwise. The size of the model had no effect on the direction that the circle was drawn in (F (10, 150) ,1). On average patients drew in the same direction on 95% of trials (range 73-100%). There was no reliable relation between the severity of neglect (as measured by the BIT) and direction consistency (r = 20.269, p.0.05). Patients with neglect were no less likely to make an excursion into the leftward portion of the circle.
DISCUSSION
Neglect patients consistently produced circles that were smaller than the model, and patients who scored lower on the BIT made greater size errors. This deficit in circle drawing occurred even when the task was copying, rather than producing from memory, as occurs in the CDT. Interestingly, the drawings retained equal height/width proportions, suggesting that if there was a distortion of size as part of the neglect syndrome, this was not limited to the horizontal axis as reported previously. 11 12 Instead the current results suggest that, for this simple task, the observed distortion was equal for the vertical and horizontal dimensions.
Another possible interpretation is that neglect affects both drawing and visuospatial awareness in separate, but additive, ways. For example, neglect has been associated with a reduction of conscious work space, 13 which might lead to a reduced size of drawing. Zelaznik and Lantero 14 highlighted the role of vision in the scaling of circles by requiring unimpaired participants to make repetitive circular drawing movements, initially with full vision, and then with vision removed. Circles became smaller, and, as in the current study, there was no difference between height and width measurements. This leads to two important observations: first, something as well practiced as circle drawing still requires visual attention to be successfully executed. Second, patients with deficits of visual attention, as in the neglect syndrome, might as a result encounter difficulty when attempting to produce this figure. In the case of the CDT, the initial part of a clock drawing (that is, the circle) might be produced smaller than would be adequate, and so disrupt the planned placement of the part elements (that is, numbers, hands) within the outline. Of course, this does not fully account for a unilateral placement or omission of parts, but it might contribute to subsequent difficulties such as these.
Finally, The correlation between neglect and circle drawing difficulties reported here may result from both processes being supported by overlapping or anatomically adjacent neural substrates. 15 16 This could result in the co-occurrence of the two separate deficits. Like neglect, 17 recent work has suggested that drawing difficulties may arise from a variety of right sided lesions. 18 In conclusion, our findings suggest that the interpretation of spatial deficits from the drawings produced by neglect patients can be confounded by deficits in graphic production. Drawing involves the complex interaction of various processes, 19 20 which may be compromised in patients with hemispatial neglect and, in turn, affect their performance on drawing tasks. As a result, patients who may appear to present a ''pure'' perceptual-attentional neglect deficit on drawing tasks might, in fact, also have a constructional impairment. These difficulties may have an impact on the presentation of the disorder, 21 22 and therefore should be taken into account by researchers when designing and analysing neuropsychological tests.
